Electrical

Power Distribution Blocks / RCD

4 Way Distribution Box

Capable of converting the power from a single cable input into
a four way output making it ideal for running multiple power
tools and site lighting. Supplied with a 5 metre 110 volt cable
and socket allowing it to be used in conjunction with Faithfull
110 volt cable reels.
This unit has a strong metal construction for daily site usage.
The four outlets are protected from debris with flip up plastic
covers, which also protect the outlets when not in use.

5M

CABLE

IP44

110V

FPPTLDB4L
£52.43 Ex VAT
£62.92 Inc VAT

RCD Adaptor
(Circuit Breaker)

This RCD Safety Adaptor simply plugs into the mains,
then you plug your electrical appliance into it. If there
is a fault or a short in the tool you are using, the unit
cuts the power very quickly, reducing the
risk of electrocution.
The RCD Adapter continuously
monitors the power supply to an
electrical appliance and cuts off
the power within 40 milliseconds
if an earth current fault is detected.
Particularly recommended for use
with power tools.

NOTE Check the transformer output to
ensure that an overload does not occur.

4 Way Power
Distribution Block

Tough nylon body with four outlet sockets and two hanging
hooks. It also has a 260mm detachable metal earth (Ground)
spike to quickly and easily secure the power block in the
ground. 5metre 1.5mm2 cable with approved
110v 16 amp plug.

5M

CABLE

IP44

Approved to the
latest European
standards
IEC65140
& BS1363

110V 16A

FPPRCD
£13.97 Ex VAT £16.76 Inc VAT

FPPTLDBLOCK4
£42.80 Ex VAT
£51.36 Inc VAT

NOTE Load must not exceed
1760 watts (16 amps). Check the
transformer output to ensure
that an overload does not occur.

Note: The products on this page are subject to the WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) directive.
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